lim sup = p. r->« log r THEOREM B. Iff(z) = ^a n z n be an integral f unction of lower order X and a n ^ 0 then i# . log {rM'(r)/M(r)} lim inf = X. r->* log r The condition that the coefficients a n be real and non-negative is unnecessary. The purpose of this note is to prove the following two theorems and to deduce a number of interesting results. f-» 00 f-* 00
f-> 00 p-* 00 f-* 00
where f (8) 
there is a sequence X\, #2, • * * , tending to infinity such that
For there is a sequence Xi, #2 • • * such that
Hence if CXn ~5 X -~s Xfi
af-» 00 then, corresponding to each pair of positive numbers b\, C\, satisfying the inequalities
there is a sequence Xi, X 2 , • • • tending to infinity such that
For there is a sequence {X n } tending to infinity such that We therefore suppose that 0^X<oo. From the inequality (3.1) it follows that (3.2) liminf 0(r) ^ X. Let E n denote the set of points r (y r n <>r^y n ) and E = Ei+E2+ • • •. Let F denote the set of points r which lie [4, p. 105] outside a set of exceptional segments in which, for r>R, the variation of log r is less than Kv(R/k)~1 112 . Since the variation of log r in E n is log y n -7 log y» = (1 -7) log y w , which tends to infinity with n, there are points in E n which do not belong to the set of exceptional segments. 
